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Watson and Crick are
famous for the
discovery of the
double helix but there
is a less widely known
Ciba Symposium paper
by Crick and Watson
that puts forward a
general theory of virus
structure based on
principles of assembly
of subunits. Few people remember
that Jim Watson came to Cambridge
to work on the X-ray crystallography
of tobacco mosaic virus; I suspect that
had he not been distracted by DNA
and genes he might have become a
great force in structural biology. 
The argument in the Crick and
Watson paper was that if the coats of
viruses (now called capsids) are built
of identical protein subunits, there
would be a limited number of ways of
assembling these to produce the
regular structures found.  Thus
helical symmetry, where the subunits
are related by a translation and a
rotation, would generate rod-shaped
viruses. In theory, these could grow to
infinite length; Crick and Watson
suggested that the fixed length of
such viruses is determined by the
length of the enclosed RNA
molecule. For the assembled subunits
of spherical viruses to enclose space,
they argued, only three classes of
symmetry are possible: 3:2 (as found
in the tetrahedron), 4:3:2 (cube or
octahedron) and 5:3:2. 
They concentrated on the last
class, as it provides structures that
approximate better to the spherical
shells of viruses such as poliovirus.
5:3:2 is the symmetry found in the
eicosahedron, which has 20 triangular
faces (3-fold symmetry), 30 2-fold
edges and 12 vertices through which
the 5-fold axes pass. The same
symmetry is shown by the dodeca-
hedron, the dual of the eicosahedron,
which has 12 pentagonal faces and 20
3-fold vertices. If one placed three
subunits on each triangular face of an
eicosahedron, they would be related
by 5-fold symmetry at each vertex,
3-fold on the faces and 20-fold at the
edges, hence 5:3:2. Crick and Watson
therefore predicted that spherical
virus coats would contain 60 identical
protein molecules, or some multiple
thereof, because the subunits may
themselves be composed of dimers
or trimers.
The predictions of Crick and
Watson have been completely
vindicated by subsequent research
on virus structure by electron
microscopy and X-ray crystallography
methods. The 5-fold way has come
to stay. In conversation, I have
speculated from time to time that
these symmetry elements may be
used in cells to build components
where only one entity is required.
This would circumvent the problem
that it is not possible for a cell to
produce exactly one protein molecule
because regulation of protein
synthesis is an inaccurate analogue
process. However, if the component
were built of 60 subunits, it should
be possible for a cell to produce an
average of 90 protein molecules, and
reliably make more than 60 and less
than 120, so as to provide enough for
one structural assembly.
Related to this work of Crick and
Watson was the discovery by the
architect Buckminster Fuller that
hexagons can only build plane
sheets and space can only be
enclosed by adding some pentagons.
Actually, Euler proved a long time
ago that twelve pentagons are
required, but since he is not known
to most molecular biologists or
architects, he has not received much
credit for his work.
In recent years, chemists have
been building large molecules out of
carbon atoms. When they made C60
and found that it had twelve C5 rings
and ten C6 rings, they named it
buckminsterfullerene or, ‘bucky
balls’. Buckminster Fuller built very
large objects that everybody could
see from distant photographs,
whereas the spherical viruses are
very small and one needs a high-
powered electron microscope to see
them at all. Had the chemists known
either some molecular biology or
some molecular biologists, we might
have had crickwatsene and ‘cricky
balls’ instead. And I would have had
to be writing somewhere else to try
to change history.
The structure of the virus coat is
specified in the virus genome and we
can therefore correctly say that it is
possible to encode a mathematical
rule in DNA, or more simply, DNA
can contain instructions for building
an eicosahedron. We could say this
without knowing too much about the
internal machinery just as we say
today that DNA specifies brains. 
It is instructive to see how 5:3:2
symmetry is written in DNA. It is
implicit in the amino acid sequence of
the coat protein, because the protein
needs to fold up in a particular way so
that its surface presents the donor and
acceptor sites that specifically interact
to generate the 5-, 3- and 2-fold axes.
These sites are specified by small
regions of nucleotide sequence that
are distributed throughout the gene
that specifies the protein. We can only
point to these patches of DNA when
we know about the structure of the
protein and the nature of the
interactions with itself. Going the
other way — that is, deducing the
structure of a virus from the DNA
sequence alone — would be
impossible without knowing the
principle of construction which, in
this case, is that the gene makes a
protein which folds up and assembles
with 5:3:2 symmetry.
The lesson is that we have to
know a lot about the molecular
biology of cells to understand what
their genes can do, and that viruses are
simple models that provide insights
for what will be required to explain
higher-order structures in cells.
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